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The Peninsular War A New History Allan Lane For centuries Spain had been the
most feared and predatory power in Europe - it had the largest empire and one of
the world's great navies to defend it. Nothing could have prepared the Spanish for
the devastating implosion of 1805-14. Trafalgar destroyed its navy and the country
degenerated into a brutalized shambles with French and British armies marching
across it at will. The result was a war which killed over a million Spaniards and ended
its empire. This book is the ﬁrst in a generation to come to terms with this
spectacular and terrible conﬂict, immortalised by Goya and the arena in which
Wellington and his redcoats carved out one of the greatest episodes in British
military history. The Spanish ulcer a history of the peninsular war Napoleon's
Wars An International History, 1803-1815 No other soldier has provoked as
much argument as Napoleon Bonaparte. Was Napoleon a monster, driven on by an
endless, ruinous quest for military glory - or was he a social and political visionary
brought down by the petty, reactionary kings and emperors, clinging to their
privileges? Napoleon's Wars is a book which has no doubt about Napoleon's
insatiable greed for military glory, but it is interested in far more than that. Charles
Esdaile is profoundly interested in a pan-European context- what was it that made
the countries of Europe ﬁght each other, for so long and with such devastating
results. The battles themselves he sees as almost side-eﬀects; the consequence of
rulers being willing to take the immense risks of ﬁghting or supporting Napoleon risks which resulted in the extinction of entire countries. This is history on the
grandest and most ambitious scale- a superb reassessment of a tumultuous era. The
Battle of Barrosa, 1811 Forgotten Battle of the Peninsular War Skyhorse +
ORM Witness the critical campaign that changed the course of the Peninsular War,
helped defeat Napoleon, and save Spain! Napoleon’s armies were relentless in their
campaign to claim the Iberian Peninsula, waging war against Spain and Portugal for
six years. The upstart emperor’s ambition had already cut violent swaths through
Europe, and he had turned on Spain, France’s former ally, after the invasion of
Portugal. Installing his brother Joseph on the Spanish throne, Bonaparte turned his
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focus to Cadiz, a fortress port where the Spanish government had attempted to
maintain a military force. With the future of the Spanish nation at stake, and British
and Portuguese forces rallying in its defense, saving the naval city from French
occupation was imperative. In this ﬁrst chronicle of the Battle of Barrosa every
published, historian John Grehan and Martin Mace detail the coordinated eﬀorts of
Britain’s Sir Thomas Graham to lead the Anglo-Portuguese troops in battle against
Napoleon’s well-trained French military. Meeting in combat on the Barrosa Ridge, the
two armies locked in some of the most brutal guerrilla warfare in history. The
Napoleon Options Alternate Decisions of the Napoleonic Wars Casemate
Publishers This compelling alternate history, brilliantly written by fourteen leading
international authors, presents the great maybes of the Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars The Napoleon Options focuses on some of the pivotal episodes of
these catastrophic wars, giving them a resounding twist, and explores in detail an
alternative sequence of historical events. Rooted ﬁrmly in reality, and projected from
entirely factual events, these dramatic and plausible possibilities are played out as
though they actually happened in vivid and dramatic narratives.The Napoleonic
Options presents ten scenarios spanning the years between 1796 and 1815. These
include a full-blown French invasion of Ireland, a very real danger in the 1790s;
Napoleons successful conquest of Egypt and the Middle East; Junots victory at
Vimerio; the Austrian invasion of Bavaria in 1809; the Russian success at Borodino,
and what might have happened at Waterloo. Amongst the addition contributions in
this new extended edition are alternative outcomes to the battles of Essling,
Austerlitz, Fuentes d Ooro, and New Orleans.These captivating scenarios colourfully
illustrate how alternate results might have radically re-shaped events and
demonstrate the far-reaching consequences minor changes could have had upon the
future course of history. Access to History: The British Experience of Warfare
1790-1918 for Edexcel Second Edition Hodder Education Endorsed for
Edexcel. Give your students the best chance of success with this tried and tested
series, combining in-depth analysis, engaging narrative and accessibility. Access to
History is the most popular, trusted and wide-ranging series for A-level History
students. This title: - Supports the content and assessment requirements of the 2015
A-level History speciﬁcations - Contains authoritative and engaging content Includes thought-provoking key debates that examine the opposing views and
approaches of historians - Provides exam-style questions and guidance for each
relevant speciﬁcation to help students understand how to apply what they have
learnt This title is suitable for a variety of courses including: Edexcel: The British
Experience of Warfare c.1790-1918 Wellington: The Path to Victory 1769 –
1814 Yale University Press The leading Wellington historian’s fascinating
reassessment of the Iron Duke’s most famous victory and his role in the turbulent
politics after Waterloo. For Arthur Wellesley, First Duke of Wellington, his momentous
victory over Napoleon was the culminating point of a brilliant military career. Yet
Wellington’s achievements were far from over: he commanded the allied army of
occupation in France to the end of 1818, returned home to a seat in Lord Liverpool’s
cabinet, and became prime minister in 1828. He later served as a senior minister in
Peel’s government and remained Commander-in-Chief of the Army for a decade until
his death in 1852. In this richly detailed work, the second and concluding volume of
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Rory Muir’s deﬁnitive biography, the author oﬀers a substantial reassessment of
Wellington’s signiﬁcance as a politician and a nuanced view of the private man
behind the legend of the selﬂess hero. Muir presents new insights into Wellington’s
determination to keep peace at home and abroad, achieved by maintaining good
relations with the Continental powers and resisting radical agitation while granting
political equality to the Catholics in Ireland rather than risk civil war. And countering
one-dimensional pictures of Wellington as a national hero, Muir paints a portrait of a
well-rounded man whose austere demeanor on the public stage belied his
entertaining, gossipy, generous, and unpretentious private self. “[An] authoritative
and enjoyable conclusion to a two-part biography.”—Lawrence James, Times
(London) “Muir conveys the military, political, social and personal sides of
Wellington’s career with equal brilliance. This will be the leading work on the subject
for decades.”—Andrew Roberts, author of Napoleon and Wellington: The Long Duel
The English and Their History Vintage Robert Tombs's momentous The English
and Their History is both a startlingly fresh and a uniquely inclusive account of the
people who have a claim to be the oldest nation in the world. The French
Revolutionary and Napoleonic Wars Strategies for a World War Rowman &
Littleﬁeld "Analyzes the strategic dimensions of the French Revolutionary and
Napoleonic Wars, critiquing Napoleon's broader strategic weaknesses and looking
holistically at the strategies of the leading belligerents from a global perspective"-The Hunt for Moore's Gold Investigating the Loss of the British Army's
Military Chest During the Retreat to Corunna Pen and Sword History abounds
with unresolved puzzles and unanswered questions, none more so than that of the
loss of the British Army’s military chest during the retreat to Corunna in 1809. Sir
John Moore’s small force had dared to attack Marshal Soult’s II Corps isolated in the
north of Spain. But before Moore could pounce on the unsuspecting French corps, he
learned that the Emperor Napoleon, at the head of an overwhelming body of troops,
was bearing down on the British force, hoping to cut it oﬀ from the sea and its only
avenue of escape. A desperate race for the coast then began, with the French hard
on Moore’s heels. In subzero temperatures, the troops were driven on through the
snow-clad Galician mountains at a punishing pace. As the men trudged on in
deteriorating conditions, the bullocks pulling the army’s military chest could no
longer keep up. So, in order to prevent the money from falling into enemy hands, the
entire military chest was thrown down a steep, and deep ravine. What then
happened to all those dollars and doubloons? Some were snatched up by the
pursuing French cavalry. Some, also, were retrieved by British soldiers who
intentionally lagged behind, though their greed cost them their lives on the end of a
French bayonet. But what of the rest of the money? With a group of fellow historians,
the author set oﬀ to search the archives and the mountains of Galicia in a bid to ﬁnd
Moore’s gold. Devils, Daggers & Death Eyewitness accounts of French
oﬃcers and soldiers during the Peninsular War (1807-1814) Lulu Press, Inc
This second volume of translated French accounts and documents concern the
Peninsular War. The conﬂict is considered one of the principal reasons that French
emperor Napoleon Bonaparte ultimately lost his dominion over Europe. The many
oﬃcers, soldiers and French allies serving in this theatre of war became the
eyewitnesses of a brutal and long lasting war, where honour was often lacking,
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promotion often ignored and survival became a treasured notion. The following
pages will describe several aspects of French army life in the Iberian peninsula, all
through the words written down by the very men - of various branches within the
military - who took part in the struggle. How were the relations between
commanders in the diﬀerent general staﬀs and headquarters? What were their
objectives? How did they function? What was the role of the memorialist? What kind
of hardships were suﬀered on the road, while garrisoned or at camp? What crimes
were committed by fellow soldiers, the guerrillas or the inhabitants? How did the
French rate their British, Spanish and Portuguese enemies? How did conscripts cope
serving rather reluctantly, far from their homesteads? What kept these oﬃcers and
soldiers alive and what happened to them? May these recollections and letters
(many translated for the ﬁrst time) of these Frenchmen provide answers and insights
why and how they managed their time in service of Napoleon and the (First French)
Empire. Experiences of War in Europe and the Americas, 1792–1815
Soldiers, Slaves, and Civilians Routledge This work seeks to oﬀer a new way of
viewing the French Wars of 1792–1815. Most studies of this period oﬀer
international, political, and military analyses using the French Revolution and
Napoleon as the prime mover. But this book focuses on military and civilian
responses to French Revolutionary and Napoleonic wars, throughout the rest of
Europe and the Americas. It shows how the unprecedented mobilization of this era
forged a generation of soldiers and civilians sharing a common experience of
suﬀering, bequeathing the West with a new veteran sensibility. Using a range of
sources, especially memoirs, this book reveals the adventure and suﬀering
confronting ordinary soldiers campaigning in Europe and the Americas, and the
burdens imposed on civilians enduring rising and falling empires across the West. It
also reveals how the wars liberated slaves, serfs, and common people through
revolutions and insurgencies. That Sweet Enemy Britain and France: The
History of a Love-Hate Relationship Vintage That Sweet Enemy brings both
British wit (Robert Tombs is a British historian) and French panache (Isabelle Tombs
is a French historian) to bear on three centuries of the history of Britain and France.
From Waterloo to Chirac’s slandering of British cooking, the authors chart this crosschannel entanglement and the unparalleled breadth of cultural, economic, and
political inﬂuence it has wrought on both sides, illuminating the complex and
sometimes contradictory aspects of this relationship—rivalry, enmity, and
misapprehension mixed with envy, admiration, and genuine aﬀection—and the
myriad ways it has shaped the modern world. Written with wit and elegance, and
illustrated with delightful images and cartoons from both sides of the Channel, That
Sweet Enemy is a unique and immensely enjoyable history, destined to become a
classic. Amadis in English A Study in the Reading of Romance Oxford
University Press, USA This is a book about readers: readers reading, and readers
writing. They are readers of all ages and from all ages: young and old, male and
female, from Europe and the Americas. The book they are reading is the Spanish
chivalric romance Amad�s de Gaula, known in English as Amadis de Gaule. Famous
throughout the sixteenth century as the pinnacle of its ﬁctional genre, the cultural
functions of Amadis were further elaborated by the publication of Cervantes's Don
Quixote in 1605, in which Amadis features as Quixote's favourite book. Amadis
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thereby becomes, as the philosopher Ortega y Gasset terms it, 'enclosed' within the
modern novel and part of the imaginative landscape of British reader-authors such
Mary Shelley, Smollett, Keats, Southey, Scott, and Thackeray. Amadis in English
ranges from the sixteenth to the twentieth centuries, demonstrating through this
'biography' of a book the deep cultural, intellectual, and political connections of
English, French, and Spanish literature across ﬁve centuries. Simultaneously an
ambitious work of transnational literary history and a new intervention in the history
of reading, this study argues that romance is historically located, culturally
responsive, and uniquely ﬂexible in the re-creative possibilities it oﬀers readers. By
revealing this hitherto unexamined reading experience connecting readers of all
backgrounds, Amadis in English also oﬀers many new insights into the politicisation
of literary history; the construction and misconstruction of literary relations between
England, France, and Spain; the practice and pleasures of reading ﬁction; and the
enduring power of imagination. The Age of the Ship of the Line The British &
French Navies, 1650–1815 Seaforth Publishing In the series of wars that raged
between France and Britain from the seventeenth to the nineteenth
centuries,seapower was of absolute vital importance. Not only was each nation's
navy a key to victory, but was a prerequisite for imperial dominance. These ongoing
struggles for overseas colonies and commercial dominance required eﬃcient navies
which in turn insured the economic strength for the existence of these ﬂeets as
instruments of state power.This new book, by the distinguished historian Jonathan
Dull, looks inside the workings of both the Royal and the French navies of this
tumultuous era, and compares the key elements of the rival ﬂeets. Through this
balanced comparison, Dull argues that Great Britain's ﬁnal triumph in a series of
wars with France was primarily the result of superior ﬁnancial and economic
power.This accessible and highly readable account navigates the intricacies of the
British and French wars in a way which will both enlighten the scholar and fascinate
the general reader. Naval warfare is brought to life but also explained within the
framework of diplomatic and international history. An important new work. British
Romanticism and Peace Oxford University Press This is the ﬁrst book to bring
perspectives from the interdisciplinary ﬁeld of Peace Studies to bear on the writing of
the Romantic period. Particularly signiﬁcant is that ﬁeld's attention not only to the
work of anti-war protest, but more purposefully to considerations of how peace can
actively be fostered, established, and sustained. Bravely resisting discourses of
military propaganda, writers such as Amelia Opie, Helen Maria Williams, William
Wordsworth, William Cobbett, John Keats, and Jane Austen embarked on the
challenging and urgent rhetorical work of imagining—and inspiring others to
imagine—the possibility of peace. The writers formulate a peace imaginary in various
registers. Sometimes this means identifying and eschewing traditional militaristic
tropes in order to craft alternative images for a patriotism compatible with peace.
Other times it means turning away from xenophobic discourse to write about
relations with other nations in terms other than those of conﬂict. If historically
informed literary criticism has illustrated the importance of writing about war during
the Romantic period, this volume invites readers to redirect critical attention to
move beyond discourses of war, and to recognize the era's complex and vibrant
writing about and for peace. Encyclopedia of the Age of Imperialism,
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1800-1914 Greenwood Publishing Group This encyclopedia traces the spread of
European political and economic dominance throughout the world in the century
between the Napoleonic Wars and World War I. A History of Modern Urban
Operations Springer Nature This book investigates the complexities of modern
urban operations—a particularly diﬃcult and costly method of ﬁghting, and one that
is on the rise. Contributors examine the lessons that emerge from a range of
historical case studies, from nineteenth-century precedents to the Battle of
Shanghai; Stalingrad, German town clearance, Mandalay, and Berlin during World
War II; and from the Battle of Algiers to the Battle for Fallujah in 2004. Each case
study illuminates the features that diﬀerentiate urban operations from ﬁghting in
open areas, and the factors that contribute to success and failure. The volume
concludes with reﬂections on the key challenges of urban warfare in the twenty-ﬁrst
century and beyond. Reader's Guide to Military History Routledge This book
contains some 600 entries on a range of topics from ancient Chinese warfare to late
20th-century intervention operations. Designed for a wide variety of users, it
encompasses general reviews of aspects of military organization and science, as well
as speciﬁc wars and conﬂicts. The book examines naval and air warfare, as well as
signiﬁcant individuals, including commanders, theorists, and war leaders. Each entry
includes a listing of additional publications on the topic, accompanied by an article
discussing these publications with reference to their particular emphases, strengths,
and limitations. War and Independence In Spanish America Routledge During
the period from 1808 to 1826, the Spanish empire was convulsed by wars
throughout its dominions in Iberia and the Americas. The conﬂicts began in Spain,
where Napoleon’s invasion triggered a war of national resistance. The collapse of the
Spanish monarchy provoked challenges to the colonial regime in virtually all of
Spain's American provinces, and colonial demands for autonomy and independence
led to political turbulence and violent confrontation on a transcontinental scale.
During the two decades after 1808, Spanish America witnessed warfare on a scale
not seen since the conquests three centuries earlier. War and Independence in
Spanish America provides a uniﬁed account of war in Spanish America during the
period after the collapse of the Spanish government in 1808. McFarlane traces the
courses and consequences of war, combining a broad narrative of the development
and distribution of armed conﬂict with analysis of its characteristics and patterns. He
maps the main arenas of war, traces the major campaigns by and crucial battles
between rebels and royalists, and places the military conﬂicts in the context of
international political change. Readers will come away with a fully realized
understanding of how war and military mobilization aﬀected Spanish American
societies and shaped the emerging independent states. Napoleonic Wars
Potomac Books, Inc. The essential bibliography of the Napoleonic Wars The
History of Modern Spain Chronologies, Themes, Individuals Bloomsbury
Publishing The History of Modern Spain is a comprehensive examination of Spain's
history from the beginning of the 19th century to the present day. Bringing together
an impressive group of leading ﬁgures and emerging scholars in the ﬁeld from the
UK, Canada, the United States, Spain and other European countries, the book
innovatively combines a strong and clear political narrative with chapters exploring a
wide range of thematic topics, such as gender, family and sexuality, nations and
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nationalism, empire, environment, religion, migrations and Spain in world history.
The volume includes a series of biographical sketches of inﬂuential Spaniards from
intellectual, cultural, economic and political spheres which provides an interesting,
alternative way into understanding the last 220 years of Spanish history. The History
of Modern Spain also has a glossary, a chronology and a further reading list. This is
essential reading for all students of the modern history of Spain. The Man Who
Discovered Antarctica Edward Bransﬁeld Explained: The First Man to Find
and Chart the Antarctic Mainland Casemate Publishers Captain Cook claimed
the honor of being the ﬁrst man to sail into the Antarctic Ocean in 1773, which he
then circumnavigated the following year. Cook, though, did not see any land, and he
declared that there was no such thing as the Southern Continent. Fifty years later,
an Irishman who had been impressed into the Royal Navy at the age of eighteen and
risen through the ranks to reach the position of master, proved Cook wrong and
discovered and charted parts of the shoreline of Antarctica. He also discovered what
is now Elephant Island and Clarence Island, claiming them for the British
Crown.Edward Bransﬁeld’s varied naval career included taking part in the
Bombardment of Algiers in 1816 onboard the 50-gun warship HMS Severn. Then, in
1817, he was posted to the Royal Navy’s Paciﬁc Squadron oﬀ Valparaíso in Chile,
and it was while serving there that the owner and skipper of an English whaling ship,
the Williams, was driven south by adverse winds and discovered what came to be
known as the South Shetland Islands where Cook had said there was no
land.Bransﬁeld’s superior oﬃcer, Captain Sherriﬀ, decided to investigate this
discovery further. He chartered Williams and sent Bransﬁeld with two midshipmen
and a ship’s surgeon into the Antarctic – and the Irishman sailed into history.Despite
his achievements, and many parts of Antarctica and an Antarctic survey vessel being
named after him, as well as a Royal Mail commemorative stamp being issued in his
name in 2000, the full story of this remarkable man and his historic journey, have
never been told – until now.Following decades of research, Sheila Bransﬁeld MA, a
member of the UK Antarctic Heritage Trust, has produced the deﬁnitive biography of
one of Britain’s greatest maritime explorers. The book has been endorsed by the UK
Antarctic Heritage Trust, whose patron the Princess Royal, has written the Foreword.
Paddy Griﬃth's Napoleonic Wargaming for Fun Lulu.com The wargaming rules
in this book have been designed by the well-known military historian, Paddy Griﬃth,
and combine simplicity with fun and speed. No less than seven types of wargame are
explained: the traditional skirmish and Divisional games, the brigade game and army
level game, which all involve the use of model soldiers in battles of varying scales;
the generalship game, which is concerned with how a general on campaign divides
his time; and ﬁnally, a map kriegsspiel and a tactical exerise without troops. The
First Total War Napoleon's Europe and the Birth of Warfare as We Know It
Houghton Miﬄin Harcourt “A mesmerizing account that illuminates not just the
Napoleonic wars but all of modern history . . . It reads like a novel” (Lynn Hunt,
Eugen Weber Professor of modern European history, UCLA). The twentieth century is
usually seen as “the century of total war.” But as the historian David A. Bell argues
in this landmark work, the phenomenon actually began much earlier, in the era of
muskets, cannons, and sailing ships—in the age of Napoleon. In a sweeping,
evocative narrative, Bell takes us from campaigns of “extermination” in the blood-
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soaked ﬁelds of western France to savage street ﬁghting in ruined Spanish cities to
central European battleﬁelds where tens of thousands died in a single day. Between
1792 and 1815, Europe plunged into an abyss of destruction. It was during this time,
Bell argues, that our modern attitudes toward war were born. Ever since, the dream
of perpetual peace and the nightmare of total war have been bound tightly together
in the Western world—right down to the present day, in which the hopes for an “end
to history” after the cold war quickly gave way to renewed fears of full-scale
slaughter. With a historian’s keen insight and a journalist’s ﬂair for detail, Bell
exposes the surprising parallels between Napoleon’s day and our own—including the
way that ambitious “wars of liberation,” such as the one in Iraq, can degenerate into
a gruesome guerrilla conﬂict. The result is a book that is as timely and important as
it is unforgettable. “Thoughtful and original . . . Bell has mapped what is a virtually
new ﬁeld of inquiry: the culture of war.” —Steven L. Kaplan, Goldwin Smith Professor
of European history, Cornell University The Toronto Book of the Dead Dundurn
Exploring Toronto’s history through the stories of its most fascinating and shadowy
deaths. If these streets could talk... With morbid tales of war and plague, duels and
executions, suicides and séances, Toronto’s past is ﬁlled with stories whose endings
were anything but peaceful. The Toronto Book of the Dead delves into these: from
ancient First Nations burial mounds to the grisly murder of Toronto’s ﬁrst lighthouse
keeper; from the rise and fall of the city’s greatest Victorian baseball star to the ﬁnal
days of the world’s most notorious anarchist. Toronto has witnessed countless lives
lived and lost as it grew from a muddy little frontier town into a booming metropolis
of concrete and glass. The Toronto Book of the Dead tells the tale of the everchanging city through the lives and deaths of those who made it their ﬁnal resting
place. 30-Second Napoleon The 50 Fundamentals of His Life, Strategies, and
Legacy, Each Explained in Half a Minute Almost two centuries since his death,
Napoleon Bonaparte remains the subject of vigorous debate. On one side are those
with a romantic attachment to ideals of liberty and democracy, on the other are
those who would rather see him as an ambitious warlord, bent on establishing a
colonial empire in the heart of Europe. 30-Second Napoleon takes in both viewpoints,
presenting an engrossing introduction to one of the most recognizable ﬁgures in
history and one of extraordinary interest whichever point of view you take, romantic
or pragmatic: one who did much to modernize Europe, and who stood for both a
powerful state and for rational and eﬃcient government, plus such principles as
equality before the law and the career open to talent--achievements that explain his
continued fascination for so many people. The Battle over Patents History and
Politics of Innovation Oxford University Press An examination of how the
patent system works, imperfections and all, to incentivize innovation Do patents
facilitate or frustrate innovation? Lawyers, economists, and politicians who have
staked out strong positions in this debate often attempt to validate their claims by
invoking the historical record--but they frequently get the history wrong. The Battle
over Patents gets it right. Bringing together thoroughly researched essays from
prominent historians and social scientists, this volume traces the long and
contentious history of patents and examines how they have worked in practice.
Editors Stephen H. Haber and Naomi R. Lamoreaux show that patent systems are the
result of contending interests at diﬀerent points in production chains battling over
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economic surplus. The larger the potential surplus, the more extreme are the eﬀorts
of contending parties-now and in the past-to search out, generate, and exploit any
and all sources of friction. Patent systems, as human creations, are therefore
necessarily ridden with imperfections. This volume explores these shortcomings and
explains why, despite all the debate, historically US-style patent systems still
dominate all other methods of encouraging inventive activity. Castlereagh A Life
Oxford University Press Hardly is a ﬁgure more maligned in British history than
Robert Stewart, Viscount Castlereagh. One of the central ﬁgures of the Napoleonic
Era and the man primarily responsible for fashioning Britain's strategy at the
Congress of Vienna, Castlereagh was widely respected by the great powers of
Europe and America, yet despised by his countrymen and those he sought to serve.
A shrewd diplomat, he is credited with being one of the ﬁrst great practitioners of
Realpolitik and its cold-eyed and calculating view of the relations between nations.
Over the course of his career, he crushed an Irish rebellion and abolished the Irish
parliament, imprisoned his former friends, created the largest British army in history,
and redrew the map of Europe. Today, Castlereagh is largely forgotten except as a
tyrant who denied the freedoms won by the French and American revolutions. John
Bew's fascinating biography restores the statesman to his place in history, oﬀering a
nuanced picture of a shy, often inarticulate ﬁgure whose mind captured the
complexity of the European Enlightenment unlike any other. Bew tells a gripping
story, beginning with the Year of the French, when Napoleon sent troops in support
of a revolution in Ireland, and traces Castlereagh's evolution across the Napoleonic
Wars, the diplomatic power struggles of 1814-15, and eventually the mental
breakdown that ended his life. Skillfully balancing the dimensions of Castlereagh's
intellectual life with his Irish heritage, Bew's deﬁnitive work brings Castleragh alive in
all his complexity, variety, and depth. Only Yesterday An Informal History of the
1920's John Wiley & Sons Written in 1931, this new installment in the Wiley
Investment Classics series oﬀers a well-written historical and anecdotal account of
the volatile stock market of the 1920s. It traces the rise of post World War I
prosperity up to the crash of 1929 before a colorful backdrop that includes Al
Capone, Prohibition, the ﬁrst radio, and the rise and fall of the skirt length.
Napoleon A Biographical Companion ABC-CLIO Describes the life,
achievements, rise to power, and inﬂuences of the military leader who crowned
himself Emperor of the French and established dominance over Europe. The
Shaping of Modern Britain Identity, Industry and Empire 1780 - 1914
Routledge In this wide-ranging history of modern Britain, Eric Evans surveys every
aspect of the period in which Britain was transformed into the world's ﬁrst industrial
power. By the end of the nineteenth century, Britain was still ruled by wealthy
landowners, but the world over which they presided had been utterly transformed. It
was an era of revolutionary change unparalleled in Britain - yet that change was
achieved without political revolution. Ranging across the developing empire, and
dealing with such central institutions as the church, education, health, ﬁnance and
rural and urban life, The Shaping of Modern Britain provides an unparallelled account
of Britain's rise to superpower status. Particular attention is given to the Great
Reform Act of 1832, and the implications of the 1867 Reform Act are assessed. The
book discusses: - the growing role of the central state in domestic policy making -
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the emergence of the Labour party - the Great Depression - the acquisition of a vast
territorial empire Comprehensive, informed and engagingly written, The Shaping of
Modern Britain will be an invaluable introduction for students of this key period of
British history. Naval Power and Expeditionary Wars Peripheral Campaigns
and New Theatres of Naval Warfare Routledge This book examines the nature
and character of naval expeditionary warfare, in particular in peripheral campaigns,
and the contribution of such campaigns to the achievement of strategic victory.
Naval powers, which can lack the massive ground forces to win in the main theatre,
often choose a secondary theatre accessible to them by sea and diﬃcult for their
enemies to reach by land, giving the sea power and its expeditionary forces the
advantage. The technical term for these theatres is ‘peripheral operations.’ The
subject of peripheral campaigns in naval expeditionary warfare is central to the
British, the US, and the Australian way of war in the past and in the future. All three
are reluctant to engage large land forces because of the high human and economic
costs. Instead, they rely as much as possible on sea and air power, and the latter is
most often in the form of carrier-based aviation. In order to exert pressure on their
enemies, they have often opened additional theaters in on-going, regional, and civil
wars. This book contains thirteen case studies by some of the foremost naval
historians from the United States, Great Britain, and Australia whose collected case
studies examine the most important peripheral operations of the last two centuries.
This book will be of much interest to students of naval warfare, military history,
strategic studies and security studies. Warfare and Armed Conﬂicts A Statistical
Encyclopedia of Casualty and Other Figures, 1492-2015, 4th ed. McFarland
In its revised and updated fourth edition, this exhaustive encyclopedia provides a
record of casualties of war from the last ﬁve centuries through 2015, with new
statistical and analytical information. Figures include casualties from global
terrorism, the wars in Iraq and Afghanistan, and the ﬁght against the Islamic State.
New entries cover an additional 20 armed conﬂicts between 1492 and 2007 not
included in previous editions. Arranged roughly by century and subdivided by world
region, chronological entries include the name and dates of the conﬂict, precursor
events, strategies and details, the outcome and its aftermath. Citizen Emperor
Napoleon in Power Yale University Press Traces Napoleon's rise to power, early
mistakes, and military campaigns, while considering the emperor's darker side and
the lengths to which he went to establish himself as a legitimate ruler.
Encyclopedia of the Age of Political Revolutions and New Ideologies,
1760-1815 Greenwood Publishing Group Presents alphabetically arranged
entries on the events, people, laws, ruling bodies, and revolutionary movements of
the Western world during this time period, along with the dominant political concepts
and ideologies. Britain and Wellington's Army Recruitment, Society and
Tradition, 1807-15 Springer Britain was France's most implacable enemy during
the Napoleonic Wars yet was able to resist the need for conscription to ﬁll the ranks
of its army and sustain Wellington's campaigns in Portugal and Spain. This new study
explains how the men were found to replenish Wellington's army, and the
consequences on Britain's government, army and society. The Very Thing The
Memoirs of Drummer Bentinck, Royal Welch Fusiliers, 1807-1823 Frontline
Books Drummer Richard Bentinck of the 23rd of Foot (Royal Welch Fusiliers) was a
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rarity: he survived many sanguinary experiences and recorded his adventures. His
writings provide an evocative portrait of an ordinary soldiers perception of living
with one of the most experienced Napoleonic infantry battalions. He was discharged
in 1823 for ill health, but lived a full life, dying in 1878 as an old man. Jonathan Crook
has meticulously researched his ancestors life, ﬁnding unpublished ﬁrst-hand
accounts from Bentinck of desperate conﬂict across the globe, from Copenhagen to
Martinique, throughout the Peninsular Campaign and culminating at the battle of
Waterloo. These accounts are drawn from interviews that Bentinck conducted with a
journalist just before his death. The title of the book is taken from the Battle of Aldea
de Ponte: Wellington identiﬁed a tactical vulnerability and called for infantry to
conduct an immediate manoeuvre. On being informed that the 23rd of Foot was best
disposed, he smiled and said, Ah, the very thing, demonstrative of his hard-earned
conﬁdence. In Nelson's Wake The Navy and the Napoleonic Wars Yale
University Press Battles, blockades, convoys, raids: how the indefatigable British
Royal Navy ensured Napoleon’s ultimate defeat Horatio Nelson’s celebrated victory
over the French at the Battle of Trafalgar in 1805 presented Britain with an
unprecedented command of the seas. Yet the Royal Navy’s role in the struggle
against Napoleonic France was far from over. This groundbreaking book asserts that,
contrary to the accepted notion that the Battle of Trafalgar essentially completed the
Navy’s task, the war at sea actually intensiﬁed over the next decade, ceasing only
with Napoleon’s ﬁnal surrender. In this dramatic account of naval contributions
between 1803 and 1815, James Davey oﬀers original and exciting insights into the
Napoleonic wars and Britain’s maritime history. Encompassing Trafalgar, the
Peninsular War, the War of 1812, the ﬁnal campaign against Napoleon, and many
lesser known but likewise crucial moments, the book sheds light on the experiences
of individuals high and low, from admiral and captain to sailor and cabin boy. The
cast of characters also includes others from across Britain—dockyard workers,
politicians, civilians—who made fundamental contributions to the war eﬀort, and in
so doing, both saved the nation and shaped Britain’s history. Those Terrible Grey
Horses An Illustrated History of the Royal Scots Dragoon Guards
Bloomsbury Publishing On 18 June 1815, the Royal Scots Greys charged
Napoleon's infantry columns, capturing the eagle of the French 45th Infantry.
Napoleon is said to have commented of the regiment, 'Ah, ces terribles chevaux gris
(those terrible grey horses)'. Today that eagle is the regimental badge of the Royal
Scots Dragoon Guards, Scotland's senior regiment and her only regular cavalry. The
Royal Scots Dragoon Guards and their antecedents have been involved in every
major British campaign since the 17th century. Here Stephen Wood tells the story of
glorious cavalry charges and terrifying tank battles, from the Western Front to the
liberation of Basra. Stunning paintings bring the narrative to life while contemporary
photography depicts both the horror and the compassion of modern warfare as
witnessed by the oﬃcers and troopers of this unique regiment.
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